
Privacy Policy
*Privacy Policy was last updated 03/06/2023

Our Privacy Policy was last updated on 03/06/2023. This Privacy Policy
describes Vancity Auto Consultants policies and procedures on the collection,

use and disclosure of your and/or your companies information when utilizing our
services or receiving a quote and makes you aware of your right to privacy and
how the law protects You. We use Your personal data to provide and improve our

services to ensure you are receiving the best service possible. By using our
services, requesting a quote, or taking a free consultation, You agree to the

collection and use of your and/or your companies information in accordance with
The Privacy Act of Canada and This Privacy Policy. Information collected can be,

however, not limited to: your first name, last name, phone number, e-mail
address, company name, company phone number, company e-mail address,

company address, company web domain information, etc. This data is collected
in accordance to regulations in where it is collected. Some examples of sites
where we may collect your data: Google.com, Facebook.com, Instagram.com,
LinkedIn.com, VancityAutoConsultants.com, etc. This list is not exhaustive. We
reserve the right to store data associated with our services to you as a client.

Cookies Policy

This Cookies Policy explains what Cookies are and how We use them. You
should read this policy so You can understand what type of cookies We use, or
the information We collect using Cookies and how that information is used
Cookies do not typically contain any information that personally identifies a user,
but personal information that we store about You may be linked to the information
stored in and obtained from Cookies. We may collect generic data visible to us
when visiting our website (VancityAutoConsultants.com). For further information
on how We use, store, and keep your personal data secure, see our Privacy
Policy.



Interpretation

The words of which the initial letter is capitalized have meanings defined under
the following conditions. The following definitions shall have the same meaning
regardless of whether they appear in singular or in plural. If a word is capitalized
and not shown below it is most likely a proper noun.

Definitions

For the purpose of the privacy policy

“Privacy Policy” Is this agreement. (See above)

“Cookies Policy” Is in reference to the Cookies Policy section of this
agreement. (See above)

"Vancity Auto Consultants" Is our company. (referred to as either "Vancity Auto
Consultants", "The Consultant", or "We" in this Privacy Policy.)

“Consumer Protection BC (CPBC)” is the legal entity that collects Consumers'
personal information and determines the purposes and means of the processing
of Consumers' personal information, or on behalf of which such information is
collected and that alone, or jointly with others, determines the purposes and
means of the processing of consumers' personal information, in British Columbia
Canada and is Governed by Provincial and federal law and act in accordance
with the The Privacy Act of Canada.

"Company" is you and/or your business/corporation. (referred to as either "the
Company", "Companies", or "You" in this Privacy Policy.)


